
 
 

Spiritual Kung Fu 
Session 1 

What Disciplines Are and Are Not 

When you hear the word “disciplines” do you have a positive or negative interpretation of it? 

Why do you think that is? 

 

Let’s define what spiritual disciplines are not!  

Read Galatians 2:16 and verses 19-21  

● Discuss what you see here as the difference between works (merit) and faith? 

● When we are talking about “disciplines” we are NOT talking about “works”.  There is no 

mixing faith and works.  

○ Works says I’m going to do this to get God to do this.  When this mindset is 

present, you are operating from a position of lack. 

○ Faith says I’m going to receive this.  It is operating from faith in His abundance 

and finished work, moving from God instead of toward Him. 

● Share a time where you identified that you were operating in works rather than faith. 

 

Let’s define what spiritual disciplines are!  

In this series we are going to talk about the following spiritual disciplines: knowing, resting, 

abiding, receiving, availability and obedience.  

● What is the primary purpose/goal for the above fruit bearing spiritual disciplines? 

● Disciplines we do from a works mentality lead us to put our trust in who, rather than 

God? 

 

Read 2 Peter 1:2-4 

● According to this scripture, what do we lack to live life and godliness?  

● How can you implement this truth in your life?  

● How will this truth change our spiritual disciplines if we allow it to manifest within us? 

 

Discipline → Desire → Delight 

Read Psalm 34:8 

● What happens when you taste something really good? 

● When you begin to discipline yourself in these core disciplines that we are discussing in 

this series, it creates a deeper desire and hunger for more of Him. 

 

Read Psalm 37:3-4 

● Once we practice these disciplines and our desire deepens what does this passage say 

happens next? 
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